Briefing Note: After the Event Insurance
Introduction
This Briefing Note explains what after the event (ATE) insurance is and
highlights its main advantages and disadvantages. This briefing note should
not be relied upon as legal advice and you should contact us for advice on
your specific circumstances.

What is ATE insurance?


ATE insurance is a type of legal expenses insurance policy that
provides cover for the legal costs incurred in the pursuit or defence
of litigation and arbitration. The policy is purchased after a legal
dispute arises.
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It is distinct from pre-purchased before the event insurance policies
which are commonly purchased with, for example, house insurance.



ATE insurance can be purchased for nearly all areas of litigation,
with the exception of matrimonial or criminal law.



ATE insurers offer a variety of cover tailored to the specific needs of the client. It typically covers your:
 own disbursements; and
 your liability to pay an opponent’s legal costs if the opponent wins.

When is ATE insurance available and appropriate?
Not all cases are appropriate for ATE insurance, nor will insurance always be available (at least not at a
sensible price). ATE insurance is:

Available to claimants and defendants.


Generally only available where fixed fees do not apply.



Less frequently available for “big ticket” litigation or class actions.



Unlikely to be provided where the case involves novel issues (and if offered, premiums are likely to be
very high given the additional risk).



Limited to English court litigation and domestic arbitrations and tribunal work. It cannot cover matters in
other jurisdictions because of recoverability and regulatory or licence requirements.

What are the main advantages of ATE insurance?


It removes the risk of you having to pay the other side’s costs (and if covered, your own costs and
disbursements) if you lose the case. You will have a good idea of the downside in the form of the cost
of the insurance premium as soon as a quotation is obtained.



It provides an incentive for the other side to settle, as they will know the insurer conducted a separate
analysis of the merits of the case or defence. Having ATE insurance in place also sends the message
that you are in the litigation for the duration, having already minimised the litigation costs risk.



ATE policies can be arranged at any stage of the case, although they may be more difficult and
expensive to secure later in the process.
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What are the main disadvantages of ATE insurance?


Most insurers will require a separate assessment of your case (normally an opinion from a barrister).
The cost of that assessment will initially be borne by you, although if the insurance is provided, it will
usually be absorbed by the premium. Insurers will not fund cases that are unlikely to succeed.



If at any time during the course of the proceedings the likelihood of success falls below your insurer’s
minimum percentage (often about 60%), the insurer will probably withdraw the cover.



The policy will contain a list of exclusions which you should read with care. Standard exclusions
include:
 misrepresentation or fraud;
 discontinuance due to lack of funds; and
 insolvency of your opponent.



Some insurers may insist on agreeing an acceptable settlement figure at the outset. This means that
permission from your insurer would be required, if you wanted to accept a sum below that figure. If you
decided to settle without your insurer’s approval, you may be forced to pay the full premium. Similarly,
your insurer’s approval would usually be required before abandoning proceedings by consent or
discontinuing the proceedings.



Achieving settlement generally can be more difficult where ATE insurance is in place. In addition to
requiring consent, your insurer will be keen to ensure their interests are protected and may insist on
being involved in the settlement process.



Your business will almost certainly have to pay the ATE insurance premiums.



An ATE policy may not be sufficient to defeat an application for security for costs by itself.

If you would like to know more about this topic or our legal services, please contact Jeremy Laws on 01323
435900 or jpl@gabyhardwicke.co.uk
Gaby Hardwicke Solicitors
33 The Avenue
Eastbourne
East Sussex
BN21 3YD

Tel: 01323 435955
Fax: 01323 435901
jpl@gabyhardwicke.co.uk
www.gabyhardwicke.co.uk
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